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The most extensively used sunscreen protecting agent, Ensulizole, has been proven to exhibit hormone disrupting
effects. To establish efficient processes to destruct Ensulizole in water, SO4•− -involved advanced oxidation
processes using monopersulfate (MPS) seem useful. Since cobalt (Co) is the most capable of metal for activating
MPS, Co3O4 appears as a promising heterogeneous catalyst for activating MPS to degrade Ensulizole. As catalytic
activities of metal oxide catalysts are strongly associated with their morphologies, and surficial properties,
nanoscale Co3O4 with functional nanostructures would be expected as advantageous catalysts for activating MPS.
Therefore, three Co3O4 materials with distinct nanostructures and shapes were fabricated in this study, including
Co3O4 cone ball (COCB), Co3O4 plate lump (COPL), and Co3O4 needle sheaf (CONS). Their surficial properties are
also noticeably distinct with different fractions of Co2+, and Co3+, various oxygen vacancies, textural features
and surface defects. Through comparing these three nanostructured Co3O4 for activating MPS to degrade
Ensulizole, CONS exhibits the tremendously higher catalytic activity than COCB and COPL for activating MPS to
eliminate Ensulizole completely and rapidly. The Ea value of Ensulizole degradation of CONS is also significantly
low as 9.8 kJ/mol, which is the lowest Ea ever reported in literatures. CONS could also retain its catalytic ac
tivities over 5 continuous cycles to rapidly degrade Ensulizole. The activation mechanism of MPS by CONS and
Ensulizole degradation pathway are also comprehensively elucidated via experimental evidences and the theo
retical calculation to offer insightful information of development of Co-based heterogeneous catalysts for
Ensulizole degradation.
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1. Introduction
Sunscreen protecting agents (SPAs) have been widely consumed
nowadays for guarding skin from UV irradiation. While various types of

SPAs are available, Ensulizole has been recognized as the most exten
sively used SPA especially because Ensulizole can efficiently adsorb UVB
irradiation, and also frequently coupled with other reagents for pre
venting UVA irradiation [1,2]. Nonetheless, Ensulizole has been listed as
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an emerging contaminant due to its endocrine disrupting effects [3,4].
Therefore, discharge of this water-soluble Ensulizole into water would
cause serious threats to the environment and ecology, and it is highly
crucial to establish efficient processes to destruct Ensulizole in water.
Specifically, Ensulizole has been continuously detected in various water
systems. For example, Ensulizole has been found in both influent and
effluent of anaerobic and aerobic gray water treatment systems with its
concentration could be ca. of 4.9 μg/L [5] whereas the concentration of
Ensulizole about 1.8–836.3 ng/L has been also detected in surface wa
ters [6].
As advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) are generally considered as
useful treatments for treating organic contaminants, AOPs have been
also demonstrated to eliminate emerging contaminants. While AOPs are
usually involved with various radicals (e.g., •OH) and reactive oxygen
species (ROS), recently SO4•− -involved AOPs also draw growing atten
tion because SO4•− exhibits higher oxidation power, longer half-lives as
well as higher selectivities [7–12]. Therefore, SO4•− -involved AOPs shall
be promising and useful for eliminating Ensulizole. For obtaining SO4•− ,
monopersulfate (MPS) represents the most common reagent because
MPS is commercially available, easily accessible, environmentally
benign and inexpensive [13–16]. However, generation of SO4•− from
MPS itself is sluggish and inefficient; thus, MPS must be activated to
quickly decompose MPS into SO4•− . For instance, Zhang and his
co-colleagues investigated Ensulizole degradation using NS-CNTs/Cu
Fe2O4 coupled with monopersulfate [4]. Besides, Yin et al. prepared
MOF-derived cobalt sulfide nanoplates for monopersulfate activation to
degrade Ensulizole in water [17].
Among various activation methods, usage of metal catalysts for
activating MPS has been validated as the most practical one, and cobalt
(Co) is the most capable metal for activating MPS [16,18–22]. However,
the direct addition of Co ions into solutions would cause several issues,
such as difficult recovery of Co ions, and secondary pollution [23,24].
Therefore, cobalt oxides (e.g., Co3O4) are already recognized as the most
suitable heterogeneous catalyst to substitute Co ions [19,25,26]. Un
fortunately, very few studies have been ever reported by using Co3O4 for
activating MPS to degrade Ensulizole. Moreover, since catalytic activ
ities of metal oxide catalysts are strongly associated with their mor
phologies, surficial properties and other physio-chemical features,
nanoscale Co3O4 with functional nanostructures would be expected as
advantageous catalysts for activating MPS [7,27–31]. Therefore, it
would be critical to explore how nanostructured Co3O4 with different
morphologies, and characteristics would behave to activate MPS in
order to optimize the design and fabrication of Co3O4 catalysts for
activating MPS in Ensulizole degradation.
Nonetheless, almost no such a study has ever been conducted so far
to look into the relationship between shapes, surficial properties and
nanostructures of Co3O4 materials, and their catalytic activities for MPS.
Therefore, the goal of this study is aimed to develop various nano
structured Co3O4 and investigate these Co3O4 for activating MPS to
degrade Ensulizole. Specifically, three Co3O4 materials with distinct
nanostructures and shapes were fabricated, including Co3O4 cone ball
(COCB), Co3O4 plate lump (COPL), and Co3O4 needle sheaf (CONS), and
investigated for their catalytic activities of MPS activation.
To conduct Ensulizole degradation experiments, batch-type experi
ments were employed, in which different parameters influencing
Ensulizole degradation were examined including catalyst dosage, MPS
dosage, temperatures, pH values and different water sources. The exis
tence of ROS generated from Co3O4-activated MPS was verified by
Electron Spin Resonance (ESR). The degradation pathway of Ensulizole
is also elucidated based on the detected intermediates. By experimental
and theoretical investigations, insightful behaviors and mechanisms of
Ensulizole degradation by nanostructured Co3O4 +MPS system are
further elucidated.

2. Experimental
The preparation procedure of various nanostructured Co3O4 is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 1(a). In general, Co2+ from different
cobalt salts would be mixed with carbamide in either ethylene glycol
and DI water, and the resulting mixture would be hydrothermally pro
cessed, followed by calcination to afford various nanostructured Co3O4.
The comprehensive preparation protocols, material characterizations
and tests of Ensulizole degradation were given in the supporting infor
mation (SI).
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Characterizations of nanostructured Co3O4
As these Co3O4 catalysts were prepared using different cobalt salts,
concentrations of carbamide and solvents, distinct morphologies of
Co3O4 would be evolved. Fig. 1(b-d) reveal the actual morphologies of
the as-prepared Co3O4, whereas Fig. S1 displays precursor images of
these Co3O4 before the calcination. Specifically, the resultant product
displayed in Fig. 1(b) shows a ball-like substance with a microscale
diameter. More interestingly, the surface of this ball-like product was
comprised of many conic structures whose sizes were a few hundreds of
nanometers. Its TEM image (Fig. 2(a)) also indicates that this resultant
product was solid with the rounded edge.
Secondly, Fig. 1(c) displays the product derived from the hydro
thermal process of using cobalt nitrate and carbamide in ethylene glycol,
and its morphology seemed a lump comprised of many plates interpenetrated. The size of this lump was also around 10 µm; however,
the thickness of these plates were a few tens of nanometers. Especially,
the inter-penetrating configurations enabled this special product to
exhibit voids. Fig. 2(b) also reveals that the plate in this product was
very thin, and it was comprised of many fine particles. On the other
hand, Fig. 1(d) shows the product from the hydrothermal process of
CoCl2 and carbamide in water exhibited a relatively distinct configura
tion in which needle-like substances with relatively high aspect ratios
were bundled to afford a morphology of sheaf. Fig. 2(c) also validated
that these needle-like products were nanoscale with a few tens of
nanometers in diameter, and it was also comprised of many fine
particles.
To further identify these products, their lattice-resolved HRTEM
images were also listed in Fig. 2. Specifically, Fig. 2(d) reveals the
lattice-resolved image of the product with the CB morphology, in which
the (0− 22), and (− 202) plane of Co3O4 with a d-spacing of 0.290 nm at
an interfacial angle of 60◦ , could be detected. This suggests that this
resulting product was Co3O4 [32]. Its corresponding SAED pattern
(Fig. 2(g)) can be well-indexed to Co3O4, confirming that this resultant
material was Co3O4 with a polycrystalline structure [33,34]. Thus, this
resultant material could be confirmed as Co3O4 with CB morphology
(COCB).
Besides, Fig. 2(e) unveils the lattice-resolved TEM image of the
resultant material with the morphology of plate lump, in which the
(− 111) (d-spacing of 0.467 nm) and (2− 20) (d-spacing of 0.290 nm)
crystal planes of Co3O4 at an interfacial 45◦ was detected. This also
confirms that the successful formation of Co3O4 with the morphology of
plate lump (COPL) [35]. Its corresponding SAED pattern could be also
well-attributed to the poly-crystalline structure of Co3O4. On the other
hand, Fig. 2(f) displays the lattice-resolved TEM image of the resulting
product with the morphology of needle sheaf (NS), in which the (1− 13),
and (2− 20) planes of Co3O4 at an interfacial angle of 65◦ were detected,
indicating the formation of Co3O4 with the morphology of NS (CONS)
[35]. The corresponding SAED pattern was also well-indexed to the
polycrystalline structure of Co3O4.
The XRD patterns of these Co3O4 catalysts were also determined and
summarized in Fig. 3(a), and all these patterns were well-indexed to the
reported pattern of Co3O4 according to JCPDS #42–1467, validating
2
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Fig. 1. (a) Scheme for preparing nanostructured Co3O4; SEM images of (b) COCB, (c) COPL, and (d) CONS (the scale bar is 1 µm).

that these resultant materials were Co3O4 with very distinct morphol
ogies. The variation in morphology of nanostructures could be corre
lated to the anisotropic development of the self-agglomeration of
crystallites [36], especially because morphologies of metal oxides would
be attributed to the evolution of crystalline nuclei which would be then
influenced significantly in the presence of additives (e.g., polymers, and
surfactants) [36,37].
Since an additive, carbamide, was particularly employed in the
fabrication of Co3O4, carbamide would be readily hydrolyzed to produce
carbon dioxide and ammonia [38]. Ammonia would be then trans
formed to NH4+ and OH- upon exposing to water, and OH- would react
with Co2+ to form cobalt hydroxide. Furthermore, NH4+ would cause
the reaction medium to be basic, and alter rates of cobalt hydroxide
precipitate, thus manipulating the morphology. Moreover, the concur
rently resulting carbon dioxide would also cause pressures to alter the
development of nanocrystallites. Since various cobalt salts were adopted
here, the corresponding counter anions of cobalt salts would also serve
as template agents to manipulate crystalline nuclei [39]. Therefore,
when lower amounts of carbamide were involved (such as COCB and
COPL), the resulting morphology of Co3O4 would be more like cones and
plates. Nevertheless, a high amount of carbamide (such as CONS) was
used, needle-like morphology would be afforded.
While these resultant materials were all proven to be Co3O4, it would
be worthwhile to further investigate their surface chemistry as they

exhibited very distinct shapes. Thus, XPS full-survey spectra of these
Co3O4 were measured and displayed in Fig. 3(b), which exhibited very
strong signals of Co and O in these materials, and no other noticeable
elements could be found. Fig. 4(a) then reveals the Co2p core-level
spectra of these nanostructured Co3O4 which exhibited very similar
patterns with two noticeable broad bands in the ranges of 778–784 eV,
and 792–800 eV, attributed to Co2p3/2, and Co2p1/2, respectively [40,
41]. Specifically, the Co2p3/2 spectra could be deconvoluted to afford
two bands at 780.1, and 781.7 eV, corresponding to Co3+ and Co2+ [42],
respectively, as these species are theoretically comprised in Co3O4.
Nonetheless, the fractions of these two species might be influenced
owing to slightly different surficial properties of Co3O4. Therefore, the
percentages of Co2+, and Co3+ of each nanostructured Co3O4 was
determined in Table S1. Among these three Co3O4, CONS showed a
relatively high percentage of Co2+. Since Co2+ has been validated as a
useful species to activate MPS [18], the relatively abundant Co2+ might
enable CONS to exhibit a higher catalytic activity of MPS activation.
On the other hand, the O1s core-level spectra of these nanostructured
Co3O4 are displayed in Fig. 4(b), and these spectra could be also
deconvoluted to exhibit three sub-bands located at ca. 529.3, 530.5, and
531.7 eV, corresponding to lattice oxygen (OL), and oxygen vacancy
(OV), and chemisorbed oxygen (Oc). Since OV has been validated to play
a critical role in catalytic processes, and thus the fractions of OV in these
Co3O4 (as summarized in Table S1) would be also associated with their
3
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Fig. 2. TEM images of nanostructured Co3O4:(a) COCB, (b) COPL, and (c) CONS; HRTEM images of (d) COCB, (b) COPL, and (c) CONS; and SAED patterns of COCB,
(b) COPL, and (c) CONS.

Fig. 3. Characteristics of nanostructured Co3O4: (a) XRD patterns, and (b) full-survey XPS spectra.

catalytic activities. In particular, the fraction of OV in CONS was also
slightly higher than other two Co3O4, suggesting the surficial charac
teristics of CONS were slightly distinct from those of these other Co3O4,
and might behave differently in activating MPS to degrade Ensulizole.
Besides, Raman spectroscopic analyses of these nanostructured
Co3O4 were also acquired to probe into their chemical structure in

Fig. S2, and their spectra appeared very comparable to consist of 5
noticeable peaks. In particular, the peaks at 620, 523 as well as
194 cm− 1 could be attributed to the F2 g symmetry of Co3O4 [43,44].
Additionally, the peak at 485 cm–1 would be ascribed to the Eg symmetry
of Co3O4, while the peak located at 694 cm–1 would be correlated to the
A1 g symmetry of Co3O4 [45,46]. More importantly, as the location of a
4
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Fig. 4. (a) Co2p and (b) O1s core-level XPS spectra of nanostructured Co3O4.

certain Raman peak might be shifted owing to structural variation (i.e.,
defects), a noteworthy feature could be noticed that the A1 g symmetry
peaks of these three nanostructured Co3O4 were slightly distinct as the
A1 g peak center of CONS was shifted to the left side of the X-axis. This
suggests that CONS might exhibit a higher degree of structural defect,
which might enable the surface of CONS to be more reactive for
improving its catalytic activities [47].
Aside from the aforementioned distinct surficial characteristics,
these nanostructured Co3O4 essentially showed very different mor
phologies, and thus their textural properties should be further analyzed.
Fig. S3(a) shows N2 sorption isotherms of these nanostructured Co3O4,
and CONS seemed to exhibit the highest N2 sorption amount, followed
by COPL, and then COCB. Therefore, COCB showed a relatively low
surface area of 53 m2 with a pore volume of 0.20 cm3/g, whereas COPL
could show a significantly higher surface of 75 m2 with a pore volume of
0.30 cm3/g, and CONS showed a specific surface area of 106 m2 with a
pore volume of 0.32 cm3/g. This indicates that the distinct appearances
of these Co3O4 materials would lead to very different textural features,
which were anticipated to govern their catalytic behaviors upon
exposing to MPS and Ensulizole.
On the other hand, since the study was to investigate the degradation
of Ensulizole by MPS in water, another surficial property, surface
charge, of these Co3O4 would also play an important role in contact with

MPS/Ensulizole. Thus, the surface charges of these Co3O4 would be
measured and displayed in Fig. S3(b), and generally, their surface
charges exhibited a trend that the surface charge would gradually
become more negative at higher pH values. In addition, pHpzc of these
Co3O4 catalysts were ranged from 6 to 8.
3.2. Catalytic degradation of Ensulizole by Co3O4-activated MPS
Fig. 5(a) further displays Ensulizole degradation using MPS activated
by these nanostructured Co3O4. Since Ensulizole might be removed
through adsorption to Co3O4, adsorptive tests had been also conducted
in Fig. 5(a). Nevertheless, almost these Co3O4 catalysts were incapable
of removing Ensulizole through adsorption. On the other hand, MPS
itself was also tested to examine whether the self-decomposition of MPS
could degrade Ensulizole. Fig. 5(a) indicates that while Ensulizole could
be slightly degraded with Ct/C0 at 60 min (C60/C0) approaching 0.8,
such an efficiency was quite low, and thus MPS itself was still incapable
of removing Ensulizole. Nevertheless, once COCB was combined with
MPS, Ensulizole was quickly degraded and C60/C0 would approach 0.35.
Because COCB and MPS were incapable of removing Ensulizole indi
vidually, this result suggests that COCB could activate MPS to generate
reactive oxygen species to attack Ensulizole.
On the other hand, COPL coupled with MPS was also found to

Fig. 5. Activation of MPS by various nanostructured Co3O4 for degradation of Ensulizole: (a) comparisons between adsorption to Co3O4, MPS and Co3O4 + MPS, (b)
RSE, and (c) rate constants (Co3O4 catalysts = 100 mg/L, MPS = 100 mg/L, T = 30 ℃).
5
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Co2+, it was expected to enable the quicker decomposition of MPS into
–
SO4• , thereby leading to the much faster kinetics. On the other hand,
CONS also exhibited a higher extent of oxygen vacancy and structural
defect, which would also enable the surface of CONS to be more active to
react with MPS, resulting in a higher catalytic activity. Moreover, the
unique shape of CONS also afforded much more contact surface, which
would also allow CONS to quickly react with MPS to achieve the
significantly high degradation kinetics.

degrade Ensulizole as C60/C0 would approach 0.15. This result demon
strated that COPL could also activate MPS to degrade Ensulizole, and
COPL seemed to exhibit a higher catalytic activity than COCB to activate
MPS. Furthermore, once CONS was combined with MPS, Ensulizole was
rapidly degraded and C60/C0 reached to zero in 10 min. This surprising
result not only suggested that CONS could activate MPS for degrading
Ensulizole but also the catalytic activity of CONS towards MPS activa
tion. While these nanostructured Co3O4 were comprised of almost
identical chemical compositions, their activities towards MPS activation
were significantly distinct. Since these nanostructured Co3O4 catalysts
exhibited distinct catalytic activities for activating MPS to degrade
Ensulizole, it would be beneficial to measure the mineralization degree
of Ensulizole using the total organic carbon (TOC). As depicted in
Fig. S4, different TOC results were obtained by these catalysts. Specif
ically, ca. 65% of TOC was achieved by CONS+MPS system, followed by
COPL+MPS (50%) and COCB+MPS (42%), respectively. This result
indicated that Ensulizole was certainly decomposed by these nano
structured Co3O4 catalysts-activated MPS; however, CONS showed
higher mineralization degree compared to COPL and COCB.
For further quantifying the differences in activity of these nano
structured Co3O4 for degrading Ensulizole, reaction stoichiometric ef
ficiency (RSE) has been adopted to describe activities of catalysts for
activating MPS to degrade organic contaminants through the following
equation [48,49]:
ReactionStoichiometricEfficiency(RSE) =

Ensulizoledegraded(mol)
MPSadded(mol)

3.3. Effect of catalyst dosage, MPS dosage and various Ensulizole
concentrations
To further explore catalytic behaviors of these nanostructured
Co3O4, the effects of catalyst and MPS dosages were then examined.
Firstly, Fig. S5(a) and (b) reveal the effects of COCB and MPS concen
tration on Ensulizole degradation, respectively. In general, the degra
dation efficiency was greatly dependent on COCB and MPS
concentration, and much higher COCB and MPS would certainly
enhance Ensulizole degradation. Nevertheless, even though either
150 mg/L of COCB or MPS concentration was adopted, COCB could not
completely eliminate Ensulizole, suggesting that COCB was certainly a
less effective nanostructured Co3O4. Besides, Fig. S5(c) shows the effect
of variation in COPL dosage on Ensulizole degradation. While COPL
seemed much less effective than CONS, the slightly higher COPL dosage
(150 mg/L) still enabled the very effective degradation of Ensulizole as
C60/C0 ~ 0, with a faster k = 0.059 min− 1 (See Table S2). On the other
hand, Fig. S5(d) shows the effect of variation in MPS concentration on
Ensulizole degradation, and a much higher MPS concentration (i.e.,
150 mg/L) would also enable the almost complete elimination of
Ensulizole.
Moreover, Fig. S5(e) shows the effect of CONS dosage, and, inter
estingly, even though the dosage of CONS was lowered to 50 mg/L,
Ensulizole could be still quickly eliminated completely in 10 min.
Nevertheless, the higher dosage of CONS would still enable an even
faster degradation of Ensulizole as the k value at CONS = 150 mg/L
would ramp substantially from 0.567 to 0.697 min− 1, whereas the k at
CONS = 50 mg/L was relatively low as 0.434 min− 1. This indicates that
the higher dosage of catalyst would certainly provide more reactive sites
for reacting with MPS, leading to faster kinetics. On the other hand,
when a relatively MPS was used (i.e., 50 mg/L), the incomplete degra
dation of Ensulizole was still observed even though CONS was applied.
These comparative results demonstrate that CONS was certainly a much
more advantageous Co3O4 than the other two Co3O4; however, a suffi
cient amount of MPS was still required to achieve the full elimination of
Ensulizole because ROS was produced from MPS rather than Co3O4.

(1)

The RSE at 60 min obtained by MPS, and combinations of these
nanostructured Co3O4 and MPS were displayed in Fig. 5. While the RSE
of MPS was extremely low as 0.004, RSE of the combinations of these
nanostructured Co3O4 and MPS were much higher. As CONS could
completely eliminate Ensulizole in 60 min, CONS exhibited the highest
RSE as 0.027, followed by COPL with a RSE of 0.024, and then COCB
with a RSE of 0.018. This comparison indicates that these nano
structured Co3O4 were all capable of activating MPS to degrade Ensu
lizole; nevertheless, CONS showed a much higher capability for
activating MPS. On the other hand, while RSE could be an index to
reveal degradation efficiency, it would also require another index to
interpret the reaction kinetics especially because CONS could lead to the
extremely fast degradation of Ensulizole.
To describe the degradation kinetics, the pseudo first-order rate law
was then adopted because it has been widely employed for determining
the kinetics of pollutant degradation using MPS as follows [50]:
(2)

ln(Ct/C0) = -kt

where k denotes as the pseudo first-order rate constant. Fig. 5(c)
shows the calculated k values of Ensulizole degradation by MPS,
COCB+MPS, COPL+MPS, and CONS+MPS. Even though COPL+MPS
and COCB+MPS could also lead to Ensulizole degradation, their k values
were actually quite low as 0.0318 and 0.0195 min− 1. In contrast, the k
value obtained by CONS was significantly higher as 0.567 min− 1. This
kinetic analysis demonstrated that CONS was surpassingly more
powerful than COPL and COCB for activating MPS to degrade Ensulizole
swiftly.
As nanostructured Co3O4 catalysts were all comprised of Co2+, and
–
Co3+ species, these Co species can activate MPS to produce ROS (SO4• ,
•
OH) through following equations [51]:
–

+ OH—

(3)

•–

+ OH—

(4)

Co2+@Co3O4 + HSO5— → Co3+@Co3O4 + SO4•
Co3+@Co3O4 + HSO5— → Co2+@Co3O4 + SO5
SO5

•–

→ SO4

•–

3.4. Effects of temperature and pH on Ensulizole degradation
Since environmental conditions, such as temperature, and pH, would
considerably influence MPS activation, the effects of temperature and
pH on Ensulizole degradation would be then investigated to under how
these Co3O4 behaved under various conditions. Firstly, Fig. 6(a) shows
Ensulizole degradation by COCB-activated MPS at 30, 40 and 50 ◦ C.
When the temperature increased from 30◦ to 40◦ C, the degradation ef
ficiency was considerably enhanced as Ensulizole was almost completely
eliminated in 60 min. In addition, the corresponding k would also in
crease from 0.0195 to 0.0411 min− 1. Furthermore, when temperature
increased to 50 ◦ C, Ensulizole could be completely eliminated in 45 min
with a much faster k = 0.1265 min− 1. These results validate that the
elevated temperature exhibited a significantly positive effect on Ensu
lizole degradation using COCB-activated MPS.
Fig. 6(d) then displays Ensulizole degradation by COPL at different
temperatures. The elevated temperature also led to a huge enhancement
in Ensulizole degradation as Ensulizole could be completely eliminated
in 45 min at 40 ◦ C, and 30 min at 50 ◦ C. Thus, k could be tremendously
increased from 0.0318 min− 1 at 30 ◦ C to 0.0964 min− 1 at 40 ◦ C, and

(5)

+ 1/2 O2
2+

According to these reactions, Co seemed to play a more important
–
role than Co3+ to quickly generate the more reactive species, SO4• for
attacking Ensulizole. As CONS contained a relatively high fraction of
6
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Fig. 6. Effect of temperature on Ensulizole degradation using MPS activated by nanostructured Co3O4: (a-c) COCB, (d-f) COPL, and (g-i) CONS (Co3O4 catalysts =
100 mg/L, MPS = 100 mg/L, T = 30 ◦ C).

0.2323 min− 1 at 50 ◦ C, respectively, validating the positive effect of
higher temperatures on Ensulizole degradation.
Moreover, in the case of CONS, while CONS had been very efficient
to activate MPS for degrading Ensulizole rapidly, the elevated temper
atures enabled the degradation to be even faster. The corresponding k
value at 30 ◦ C was 0.5665 min− 1, which can be further increased to
0.6659 min− 1 at 40 ◦ C, and 0.7215 min− 1 at 50 ◦ C, respectively.
As the k value seemed to increase noticeably at higher temperatures
by these three Co3O4 catalysts, it would be worthwhile to further
interpret the relationship between k and temperature, which was then

analyzed by using the Arrhenius equation as follows (Eq. (6)):
Lnk– lnA = – Ea/RT

(6)

where A denotes the pre-exponential factor, R means the universal
gas constant, T indicates the reaction temperature in Kelvin (K), Ea de
notes the activation energy (kJ/mol). Fig. 6(c), (f), and (i) display the
plots of 1/T versus k using these three catalysts, respectively, and the
data points in these three plots were all well fit by the linear regression,
suggesting that the relationship between T and k of Ensulizole degra
dation could be properly described by the Arrhenius equation.
7
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Moreover, the slope of the fitting curve could be then adopted to
calculate activation energy ~(kJ/mol) as summarized in Table S3.
While COCB and COPL showed Ea values in the range of 75–80 kJ/mol,
CONS exhibited a tremendously low Ea value of 9.8 kJ/mol, which was
even much lower than Ea values by the reported catalysts in literatures.
This ascertains that CONS was certainly a promising and unprecedented
catalyst for activating MPS to degrade Ensulizole.
On the other hand, the effect of pH on Ensulizole degradation was
also examined as shown in Fig. S6. Overall, the effect of pH on Ensulizole
degradation using these three Co3O4 was quite comparable. The neutral
condition (e.g., pH = 7) seemed the most favorable condition for
Ensulizole degradation using these Co3O4, while the weakly basic (e.g.,
pH = 9) would slightly hinder Ensulizole degradation. This might be due
to the fact that Ensulizole consists of a sulfonate group, and the basic
condition would make the surface of Co3O4 more negatively charged,
leading to a more intense repulsion between Ensulizole and Co3O4 under
basic conditions. In addition, when the solution became even more basic
(e.g., pH = 11), it would almost suppress Ensulizole degradation. This
could be attributed to the fact that the highly basic condition would
make MPS more easily decompose without producing radicals, thereby
suppressing Ensulizole degradation [52,53].
On the other hand, the acidic environment (e.g., pH = 5) would also
cause negative effects on Ensulizole degradation by using these three
Co3O4, and the strongly acidic condition would cause even more adverse
effect as MPS is prone to remaining very stable and less likely being
activated under the acidic condition [53].
Nevertheless, CONS would still exhibit much higher degradation
efficiencies even under the less favorable conditions, such as the weakly

acidic and basic conditions, making it still the most advantageous
catalyst among these three nanostructured Co3O4.
3.5. Effect of water sources, and the recyclability of CONS
As CONS was certainly a promising and much more powerful Co3O4
than COCB and COPL for activating MPS to degrade Ensulizole, the ef
fect of water sources was also investigated to realize how different types
of water would influence Ensulizole degradation by CONS-activated
MPS. Fig. 7(a) shows Ensulizole degradation in seawater, tap water
and DI water. In the case of seawater, the degradation kinetics seemed to
be noticeably influenced as the corresponding k was decreased from
0.567 to 0.062 min− 1. This would be due to the fact that seawater
contains a high concentration of NaCl as well as other ions, and espe
–
cially, Cl- would react with SO4• to form chloride radical species as
follows (Eqs. (7–8)) [54]:
–

Cl− + SO4• → Cl• + SO42–
•

−

Cl + Cl → Cl2

•−

(7)
(8)

Unfortunately, the resultant chloride radicals (e.g., Cl• (2.4 V), Cl2•−
–
(2.0 V)) exhibit much lower oxidizing power than SO4• (2.5–3.1 V),
thereby hindering Ensulizole degradation. Nevertheless, Ensulizole even
in seawater could be still completely eliminated by CONS-activated MPS
in 120 min. On the other hand, Ensulizole in tap water was also evalu
ated, and Ensulizole degradation was also slightly influenced because
the corresponding k was also decreased to 0.168 min− 1. This was
because tap water generally contains chlorine which would also

Fig. 7. (a) Effect of water type on Ensulizole degradation; (b) recyclability of CONS for Ensulizole degradation using MPS (CONS catalysts = 100 mg/L, MPS =
100 mg/L, T = 30 ℃); (c) SEM image (the scale bar = 1 µm), and (d) XRD pattern of used CONS.
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influence MPS activation and then Ensulizole degradation. Nonetheless,
CONS would still enable the complete elimination of Ensulizole, proving
the effectiveness of CONS.
Furthermore, the recyclability of CONS was then further evaluated in
Fig. 7(b), and Ensulizole could be completely and efficiently eliminated
by the used CONS over the continuous five cycles. Moreover, the Co2p
core-level spectrum of the used CONS was further analyzed. Fig. S7
shows that the positions of Co species in the used CONS were retained in
comparison with the pristine CONS, proving the stability of CONS;
however, the proportion of Co2+/(Co2++Co3+) was changed (i.e., 60.11),
indicating that there was electron transfer between Co2+ and Co3+

during the oxidation reaction. On the other hand, Fig. 7(c-d) also show
the appearance and crystalline structure of the used CONS, which were
very comparable to those of pristine CONS, demonstrating that CONS
was reusable and stable catalyst, making it certainly a promising catalyst
for activating MPS to eliminate Ensulizole. Moreover, the leaching test
of Co ion during the experimental process was also investigated in this
study. According to ICP-MS analysis, only 0.05 mg/L of Co ion has been
detected in the solution over 5 degradation cycles, which is substantially
lower than the initial concentration of CONS used in the experiment (i.
e., 100 mg/L), indicating that Co was merely leached out in the solution
during the experimental process. In order to verify the contribution of

Fig. 8. (a) effect of radical inhibitors on Ensulizole degradation using CONS-activated MPS and (b) the calculated corresponding k values. (CONS = 100 mg/L, MPS
= 100 mg/L, T = 30 ◦ C, reaction time = 60 min); and (c-d) ESR analysis.
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Co ions leached to MPS activation, homogeneous Co ions with the
concentration of 0.05 mg/L were then used to activate MPS to degrade
Ensulizole. As shown in Fig. S8, the concentration of Ensulizole was
negligibly decreased after 60 min, demonstrating that the degradation
of Ensulizole was mostly associated with the heterogeneous phase of
cobalt in CONS.

was given in the supporting information to optimize the geometry of
Ensulizole, and calculate Fukui indices, molecule orbitals (MO) as well
as electrostatic potential mapping analysis.
Fig. 9(a) reveals the optimized geometry of Ensulizole with its MOs
(Fig. 9(c)). As the semi-transparent green, and red zones signified
electron-deficient, and electron-rich zones of Ensulizole. In particular,
the HOMO of Ensulizole’s imidazole ring would tend to release elec
trons; consequently, Ensulizole was prone to receiving attacks from
–
electrophilic ROS, such as, •OH, and, SO4• . Fig. 9(b) also summarizes
- 0
+
Fukui indices (i.e., F , F , and F ) of each site in Ensulizole, and a specific
site with a much higher Fukui index (F-) was prone to drawing radical
attacks. Among these sites, the 6 N site exhibited the highest F- value,
followed by 19 C site, 7 C site, 9 C site, and then 11 C site. In addition,
sites with relatively high F0 values would also withdraw non-radical
attacks. Therefore, 6 N, 9 C as well 19 C also appeared as relatively
active sites to receive attacks. As a result, Ensulizole degradation might
be started by attacking N6 site to decompose the entire molecule of
Ensulizole into phenolic intermediates, which would receive further
attacks on sites, such as C11 or C19 for further decomposition. Besides,
the ESP of Ensulizole (Fig. 9(d)) also indicates that N6, C11, and C19
would tend to receive radicals, leading to the decomposition.
Next, for unveiling the degradation pathway of Ensulizole by CONSactivated MPS, its degradation by-products were then analyzed, and
several noticeable intermediates were summarized in Table S4. Based on
these noticeable intermediates, a possible degradation pathway for
Ensulizole by CONS-activated MPS could be then depicted in Fig. 9(e).
Initially, Ensulizole would be attacked to break the imidazole ring,
resulting in an intermediate, P1, which might be further decomposed to
generate P3. On the other hand, the phenolic group connecting to the
sulfonate group might be also attacked and opened to generate the in
termediate, P2, which would be then further oxidized to generate
another intermediate, P4. Both P3 and P4 might be oxidized to produce
P5, while P3 could be also oxidized to afford P6. Next, these in
termediates, such as P5 and P6, would be further decomposed to pro
duce much smaller molecules, including P7, and eventually to CO2 and
H2O.

3.6. Mechanism of CONS-activated MPS for Ensulizole degradation
To further probe in the mechanism of this promising CONS-activated
MPS for Ensulizole degradation, several probing reagents were adopted
to provide insights about reactive oxygen species derived from CONSactivated MPS. Firstly, tert-butyl alcohol (BuOH) was adopted as an
inhibitor specifically for •OH, and Ensulizole degradation by CONSactivated MPS in the presence of BuOH was displayed in Fig. 8(a).
Overall, the existence of BuOH caused a slight interference on Ensulizole
degradation to decrease the k value from 0.567 to 0.195 min− 1, sug
gesting that •OH might exist and result from CONS-activated MPS.
On the other hand, the probing reagent, methanol (MeOH) was then
–
evaluated as MeOH would inhibit both •OH and SO4• , and the degra
dation of Ensulizole by CONS-activated MPS was significantly sup
pressed in the presence of MeOH, signifying that MPS would be
–
activated by CONS to generate radicals, including SO4• as well as •OH.
On the other hand, since MPS activation would also lead to the nonradical-route degradation by 1O2 [9,55,56], it was important to verify if
1
O2 would be also present and derived from CONS-activated MPS. Thus,
a specific probing reagent for 1O2, NaN3, was tested, and the corre
sponding Ensulizole degradation was also noticeably inhibited as its k
value was decreased to 0.016 min− 1, suggesting that 1O2 shall also
participate in Ensulizole degradation. Besides, different concentrations
of these inhibitors have been further investigated. It can be noticed from
Fig. S9 that Ensulizole was still effectively degraded by CONC-activated
MPS in the presence of BuOH (5 M), which is similar with 0.5 M of
BuOH, suggesting that 0.5 M of TBA was sufficient to quench all pro
duced •OH radicals. Moreover, in the presence of 0.5 M of NaN3, the
degradation of Ensulizole was slightly influenced compared to that of
0.1 M. On the other hand, when 5 M of MeOH was used, Ensulizole
degradation was certainly inhibited as Ct/C0 merely approached 0.95.
These results indicated that SO4•− , •OH, and 1O2 were generated from
CONS+MPS system to involve in the degradation of Ensulizole, and
SO4•− is the dominant species contributing to the degradation of
Ensulizole.
To elucidate occurrence of ROS from CONS-activated MPS, ESR
analysis was adopted and displayed in Fig. 8(c), and (d). In the case of
using DMPO as the spin-trapping compound, the combination of MPS,
CONS and DMPO would afford the distinct pattern, which could be wellindexed to the oxidation adduct products of DMPO-SO4 and DMPO-OH,
–
confirming the occurrence of SO4• and •OH radicals from CONSactivated MPS, which contributed to Ensulizole degradation.
Moreover, in the case of using TEMP as the spin-trapping compound
(Fig. 8(d)), the combination of MPS, CONS and TEMP would afford a
triplet pattern, which would be well-indexed to TEMP-1O2, validating
the existence of non-radical ROS and its contribution to Ensulizole
degradation. Thus, Ensulizole degradation by CONS+MPS would be
–
attributed to several ROS, such as •OH, SO4• , as well as 1O2 as illus
trated in Fig. 8(e).

4. Conclusion
For developing an effective Co-based catalyst for activating MPS to
degrade one of the most common sunscreen protecting agents, Ensuli
zole, in water, three Co3O4 materials with distinct nanostructures and
shapes were fabricated, including Co3O4 cone ball (COCB), Co3O4 plate
lump (COPL), and Co3O4 needle sheaf (CONS). Apart from the distinct
shapes in these nanostructured Co3O4 catalysts, their surficial properties
were also noticeably different with different fractions of Co2+, and Co3+,
various oxygen vacancies, textural features and surface defects. Through
comparing these three nanostructured Co3O4 for activating MPS to
degrade Ensulizole, the relationship between shapes, surficial properties
and nanostructures of Co3O4, and catalytic activities for MPS activation
can be unveiled. In particular, since CONS contained a higher fraction of
Co2+, oxygen vacancies, more surface defects, as well as much higher
surface area, CONS exhibited the tremendously higher catalytic activity
than COCB and COPL for activating MPS to eliminate Ensulizole
completely and rapidly. Moreover, the Ea value of Ensulizole degrada
tion of CONS was significantly low as 9.8 kJ/mol, which was the lowest
Ea ever reported in literatures, making CONS a truly promising Co3O4
for activating MPS to Ensulizole, possibly owing to its much reactive
surface. CONS could also retain its catalytic activities over 5 continuous
cycles to efficiently and rapidly degrade Ensulizole. The activation
mechanism of MPS by CONS and Ensulizole degradation pathway were
also comprehensively elucidated via experimental evidences as well as
the theoretical (DFT) calculation to offer insightful information of
development of Co-based heterogeneous catalysts for Ensulizole
degradation.

3.7. Theoretic calculation, and a possible degradation process for
Ensulizole
As CONS could lead to highly efficient degradation of Ensulizole, it
was critical to investigate how Ensulizole was degraded by CONSactivated MPS. For assisting investigation, the density functional the
ory (DFT) calculation was utilized to offer important theoretical infor
mation about Ensulizole for understanding how Ensulizole would be
attacked by these ROS. The details of DFT calculation about Ensulizole
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Fig. 9. Theoretical analysis for Ensulizole molecule: (a) Ensulizole; (b) Fukui index distributions; (c) molecular orbitals; (d) Electrostatic potential-mapped molecular
surface of Ensulizole; (e) A probable degradation process of Ensulizole degradation.
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